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THESIS ABSTRACT
Completed through the McGuire Center for Entrepreneurship, the Genuine Fabrications
(G-Fab) business plan represents a polished, venture concept and business model based on the
fabrication and sale of aftermarket automotive rims designed by the end user, the customer.
This concept explores the idea of using vehicle accessories as a form of self-expression by
allowing customers to create their own wheels using an online based version of design
software, the G-FAB Design Studio. This plan identifies target markets, operational strategies,
financial models, and harvesting tactics to be implemented pre and post venture launch (years
0-5). The accompanying research paper studies the potential benefits of this type of mass
customization system (the implementation of user based CAD software) from both the
consumer and retailer perspective. Both documents were completed in the academic school
year of 2009 -2010.
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Charles Schwab once said, “The hardest struggle of all is to be something different from what the average
man is.” G-Fabrications will give today's purchasers of custom automobile wheels the chance to escape from
the limitations of average wheel retailers, and will allow them to create their own, unique rim designs.

An Opportunity for the rim enthusiast?
The desire to personalize one's vehicle is the driving force behind a consumer's purchase of aftermarket
wheels. Today's wheel market stifles this desire by forcing rim buyers to pick rims for their vehicles from only
a limited number of wheel designs, shapes and colors.
The G-Fabrications Solution
G-Fabrications address these consumer problems by offering buyers an exclusive service in our innovative
"design your rims" process. Rather than selecting from models of pre-manufactured rims, G-Fabrications
customers will play an essential role in the design process of their rims. Our company website,
gfabrications.com will feature two unique components that will allow rim purchasers unmatched abilities to
personalize their rims.
Our best customers
G-Fabrications’ target markets are as follows:
 Primary target market: Hispanic male car enthusiasts between
the ages of 25-34 who work full time and have a household
income under $40,000 a year.
 Secondary market: young Hispanic males ages 18-24 who work
full time and have a household income under $40,000 a year
 Tertiary market: males in the 25-34 age group with higher
household income levels of over $75,000 and will be
purchasing the majority of our higher end more expensive
customized rims
Primary Competitors
G-Fabrications’ will compete for market share with online retailers such as tirerack.com, and brick and mortar
retailers such as Discount Tire Co. that specialize in aftermarket rim sales.
Why we're better than the other guys
G-Fabrications’ has a strong first-mover advantage as there are no current competitors that allow the
average customer to take part in the complete design process of their aftermarket rim, and G-Fabrications
will provide an unmatched level of customer service.
The G-Fabrications’ Support Team
Lee Klein:
Project manager with a background in managerial theory and nonprofit group management
Josh Klein:
Director of design with a background in engineering management, focus in mechanical
engineering.
Colleen Quirk: Director of Marketing and Sales with business development and sales internship experience.
Tim Relinski:
Director of Finance with a background in restaurant start up and a vehicle enthusiast.
The Bottom Line
G-Fabrications is seeking an outside investment of $250,000 for immediate start up. These funds will
facilitate all start up costs including: leased facility, inventory, company truck, prepaid insurance, and
website. G-Fabrications is anticipating a 5th year value of approximately $56 million and is offering investors
an end of year 5 estimated 900% ROI. Additionally, if G-Fabrications is acquired investors will receive $9.5
million at the end of year 5.
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An Opportunity for the Rim Enthusiast
Individuality and personalization are the key buyer motivation factors that drive sales in the United
States aftermarket rim industry. When most consumers consider purchasing aftermarket rims, they are
looking for an outlet in which they can add a personalized element to their vehicle's appearance in a
relatively easy, minimally labor-intensive manor. There is a problem with this thought process
however, today's aftermarket rims are simply mass produced, larger, and flashier extensions of stock
rims that originally come on vehicles. They say nothing about the rim buyer besides the fact that they
can afford to spend large sums of money on luxury goods. G-Fabrications will capitalize on this
disconnect between rim buyers and rim manufacturers. We will offer purchasers of aftermarket
automobile rims the exciting ability to design their own rims. By allowing end users to design their own
wheels, their goal to add a personal element to their vehicle will be satisfied to the fullest extent
possible.
For more specific information regarding our financial assumptions, see the Financial Projections section
of this business plan.

Problem: Rim purchasers must choose from a limited selection of products
Today's purchasers of aftermarket automobile rims are confronted with many difficulties and
frustrations in the rim buying process. Some of these problems are described below.


Brick and mortar retailers offer high levels of customer service but are expensive and are limited
in the number of rim models they can carry.



Online rim wholesalers offer a large selection at good prices, but severely lack in the area of
customer service and do a limited job of displaying what customer's rims will actually look like
on their vehicles.



Current rim and wheel manufacturers only produce a limited selection of rims for each model of
vehicle. This means if a customer sees a rim model he or she would like to purchase, there is a
significant chance it will not be available to mount on their vehicle.



The current rim purchasing process is not representative of the original reason consumers buy
custom wheels in the first place. Aftermarket rim buyers are looking for a way to personalize
their vehicle's appearance in a way that reflects something about who they are. By purchasing
mass produced aftermarket rims they are spending up to thousands of dollars for a truly limited
amount of personalization.

These and other problems associated with buying aftermarket auto rims indicate there is significant
room for improvement for companies in the rim and wheel industry. This means there is market share
that exists for those willing to adapt to these consumer needs.
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The G-Fabrications Solution: Creating custom rims for individuals
G-Fabrications addresses these consumer problems and through our innovative "design your rims"
process. Rather than simply selecting from models of pre-manufactured rims, like buyers at current rim
retailers are forced to today, G-Fabrications customers will play an essential role in the design process of
their rims. Our company website, gfabrications.com will feature two components that will allow rim
purchasers unmatched abilities to personalize their rims.


We will offer rim design software in a user friendly interface with which prospective rim buyers
will be able to use to design their rims completely from scratch.



If a customer would like custom rims, but may not have the desire to design their entire rim
from scratch, we will offer a series of pre-designed rim templates which users can then modify
to their liking. Customers can choose the color, finish, size and modify specific design elements
of these rims until they have created something they would like to see on their vehicle.

Our innovative solution will be based on our venture's two primary core competencies, providing
superior designs of consumer wheels and providing an industry defining level of customer service.
Because our customers will come to us to purchase custom vehicle rims, G-Fabrications' solution will fall
in the NAICS category 336399-All other motor vehicle parts manufacturing.
Because G-Fabrications can legally protect only very little of our proposed venture solution, our primary
strategy for market entry will be to capitalize on our first mover advantage. More information regarding
our intellectual property strategies can be found in the Goals and Strategies section, on page 15 of this
business plan.

G-Fabrications' Business Model
This section of the business plan will outline how G-Fabrications will earn a profit for our company's
shareholders.
Revenues
G-Fabrications’ recurring revenue will be obtained by consistent product sales. These sales will be
obtained by acknowledging and solving our customer problem, strategically reaching our target market,
offering superb customer service and a unique product, and applying our core competencies (product
design).
Profits
G-Fabrications will earn a profit through pricing strategies and developing multiple and quality supplier
and outsourcing relationships. These relationships will minimize both variable costs and fixed costs.
Furthermore, by utilizing an outsourcing strategy G-Fabrications will require less capital investment and
minimum in house labor, in which will equate to higher profits.
Expected Margins
Gross Margin
Net Margin
EBITDA Ratio

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

36.6%
-12.9%

44.1%
14.2%

42.2%
14.9%

42.5%
16.9%

38.7%
15.3%

-7.3%

21.2%

21.3%

27%

25.6%

Figures derived from medium demand projections
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Value Proposition
G – Fabrications is a premium aftermarket rim manufacturer, offering its clients a superior product.
When considering the quality of our wheels, the amount of individual attention spent working with each
customer, and the unparalleled freedom a client has in customizing their product, it is not difficult for us
to say we offer the highest level of benefits in the aftermarket rim industry. We offer all these benefits,
not at some exorbitant expense, but at prices one could expect to pay for upper end rims in the current
market. Our aim is to produce a premium product, with premium benefits, at a price that will attract
higher end consumers looking to make a statement with their wheels.
A Graphical representation of our value proposition is as follows:

Price

High Benefits, High Price

Low Benefits, High Price

BIG "O" TIRES
Low Benefits, Low Price

High Benefits, Low Price

CUSTOMWHEEL.COM
TIRERACK.COM

Benefits
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Venture Environment and Competition
G-Fabrications has the unique opportunity to enter a growing market that is currently being
underserved by our competitors. The after-market car industry in the United States is growing
tremendously because of the increasing Hispanic population with a strong cultural fascination with
individual expression with lowrider cars.
Social Environment and Lowriders Today
Lowriders, evolving as a tool of socialization and cultural expression are often customized to include
elements of the Hispanic culture with historic, religious, and pop culture themes. The idea of turning
cars into artwork began in the 1940s and quickly “became highly ornamented symbols of identity,
representing both the individual car owner and his or her culture” (The Lowriding Tradition,
2009). Although cruising was banned in the 1970s, lowriders are still extremely popular today especially
in car shows. Lowrider enthusiasts are a key market for G-Fabrications because they spend a
considerable amount of their time, money and skill on perfecting their automobiles (The Lowriding
Tradition, 2009).
Industry
Our venture falls under two industries: primarily in the aftermarket and custom wheel industry, NAICS
336399, and also the Internet E-tailers industry, NAICS code 45411. Finally, because our venture idea
plans on selling custom rims through the website designyourrims.com, the business also falls under a
secondary industry with the NAICS code 454111 which is Internet E-tailers. The sale of custom wheels,
tires and suspension products accounted for $3.77 billion of the $31.85 billion specialty automotive
products industry. Twenty one percent of all automotive aftermarket sales were conducted online.
Major Competitors
American Racing, Boyd, Element, Raywheels, Yankee, and local private shops. The other online retailer’s
strengths is that these websites all include pictures of rims available for purchase and can be ordered
and shipped directly to the consumer’s home creating the advantage of obsolete geographical consumer
limitations. For Brick and Mortar shops, they have the advantage of being able to have direct customer
service contacts and they are able to build relationships with clients.
Benchmark Ventures
MHT will be our primary competition because they currently produce the highest quality aftermarket
rim and we will be targeting a similar client. Like MHT, G-Fabrications will be targeting these higher line
consumers who desire and will pay more money in order to have a truly unique product.MHT
Wheel's strengths lie in their branding and the quality of the product in which they produce.
Timeliness
Since bottoming out in March of 2009, the United States economy has recovered significantly from the last "Great
Recession". According to the IHS Global Insight Economic Outlook Forecast, the U.S. GDP real growth encountered
real growth of over 4%. This growth is estimated to continue at a similar rate throughout 2010.

Barriers to Entry
As stated before, G-fabrications is planning to capitalize on a first mover advantage and will have very little barriers
to entry.
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Our Best Customers: The Hispanic Male Car Enthusiast
Background History: The Origin of the Hispanic Car Culture
G-Fabrications will make a profit by using a segregated marketing strategy that aims to evoke brand
awareness and increased consumer interest from three target markets. The first step of our marketing
strategy is to determine the demographic of consumer who is interested in after-market automobile
rims. Trough primary and secondary research G-Fabrications found that the highest interest in aftermarket rims is from the Hispanic culture. Hispanics in the United States have adapted their culture to
include car cruising which replaces the traditional socializing culture of walking around plazas. In Los
Angeles for example, the automobile has been integrated into the Latino culture and “Latinos use the
automobile for social interaction by cruising the streets and other areas where young people
congregate” (Rojas, 1995). This new trend of car cruising in the United States stems from the lack of big
plaza areas in which Latinos typically would use to socialize. This strong interest in cars as a social status
has continued growth in the Latino culture in car websites such as Brownpride.com and layitlow.com, in
prominent car magazines, and with the growth of Latino car clubs in the United States.
Target Market: Growing Hispanic Population in the United States
Along with the new importance of the automobile to the Hispanic culture, the number of Hispanics in
the United States is greatly growing in size. Today, Hispanics are the largest and fastest-growing
minority group, who reached 46.9 million in 2008, up by 3.2 percent from 2007and in 2008, nearly one
in six U.S. residents was Hispanic (Bernstein, 2009). The Hispanic market also tends to be younger than
the general United States Population, with a median age of 27.7 years in 2008, compared with 36.8 for
the total U.S. population (Bernstein, 2009). Clearly, not only is the Hispanic population generally
younger, but it offers a promising future marketing potential and will continue to grow as nearly half (47
percent) of the nation’s children younger than five were minorities in 2008, 25 percent being Hispanic
(Bernstein, 2009). Further, the Hispanic market is currently being underserved according to the
Association of Hispanic Advertising Agencies (AHAA), in relation to its proportion to the wider U.S.
population, and to its purchasing power in most categories. (Korzenny, 2009). Clearly, a great
opportunity exists for G-Fabrications as a culture for customized cars becomes further integrated into
the growing Hispanic population in the United States.

Hispanic Target Markets
To further segment the domestic Hispanic population into groups of the most interested consumers, GFabrications utilized consumer demographic data from the four best after-market rim automobile
magazines in the industry (Super Street, Import Tuner, Truckin’, Lowrider) on Interlink Media
Automotive Group to run a cross-comparison on the reoccurring magazine subscriber demographics of
age, gender, income level and amount hours worked during a typical week. Overall, we found the aftermarket rim industry to be extremely male dominated and 86% of the viewers of these top four
magazines are males. Although we will open our website to everyone, to make the highest profit
possible G-Fabrications will focus primarily on this large male interest population. Across the four
magazines we found similar target subscriber demographics and with this information G-Fabrications
has developed a high success potential marketing plan focused on the best possible future customers
with the highest subscriber numbers and interest in the after-market automobile market.


Primary Target Market: Young Professional Middle-income Hispanic Male
G-Fabrications’ primary target market is the Hispanic male consumer between the ages of 25-34
who work full time and have a household income under $40,000 a year (Interlink Media, 2009).
These consumers are just starting to reach a point in their lives where they have more
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disposable incomes from being in their careers longer and this age group makes up the largest
28.5% average number of viewers of the top 4 after-market automobile magazines. GFabrications will target to males within this niche population demographic which currently
accounts for 18.8% of all males in the United States (Hispanic Population in the U.S., 2009).
group This target market is our highest chance purchaser of online rims and are technologically
savvy, located across the entire United States, and are of a “more ethnically diverse lot” (Staab,
2005) . These consumers will be most interested in customized rims that are affordable,
uniquely designed to fit their cultural background, and rims that can be fit on a car of any model,
make and age.


Secondary Target Market: Young Lower-income Hispanic Male
Further, diversifying our marketing stagey, G-Fabrications used Interlink Media Automotive
Group data and found that our secondary target market to be younger males ages 18-24 who
also work full and also have a household income bracket of less $40,000 a year (Interlink Media,
2009). These customers will be more likely to buy rims on Fridays after paydays as seen by
primary research conducted at a local Tucson tire and custom wheel shop and although their
purchases will be more sporadic, this younger groups interest in rims and the aftermarket
automobile industry cannot be ignored with an average of 25.75% of the total viewing audience
across the top four after-market magazines. This Hispanic male group makes up 10.9% of this
bracket of the younger United States Hispanic population between the ages of 18 and 24
(Hispanic Population in the U.S., 2009).



Tertiary Target Market: Wealthy Hispanic Male Young Professionals
Finally, our tertiary market includes males in the 25-34 age group like our primary market, but
with higher household income levels of over $75,000. This higher income group makes up
approximately 29% of the magazine viewers and will be the consumers in which G-Fabrications
will be able to earn higher profit margins. (Interlink Media, 2009). Although, our tertiary market
will be our smallest market, it cannot be ignored. These older consumers will be purchasing the
majority of our higher end more expensive customized rims, compared to our younger target
market, with a higher income bracket will have overall higher performance needs, design
expectations, and more add on options to meet their individual vehicle’s needs.

G-Fabrications Customer Population Locations
Because of the strong Latino culture associated with street cruising and after-market rims, the rim
industry thrives in highly Hispanic dominated areas in the United States. G-Fabrications will focus
targeting our 3 markets in California, Texas, Florida, and Arizona.
California Market Potential
With the highest number of overall subscription and individual copy sales of the top after-market auto
magazines and the highest growing percentages of Hispanics, California will be G-Fabrications primary
marketing location. In California alone Lowrider Magazine sold 14,888 March 2009 issues, a
substantially higher number of sales than any other state (Interlink Media, 2009). Further, of the 2009
Lowrider Tour and Event dates, 11 of a total of 24 events were all in California. In California,
Brownpride.com also had 7 of 9 of their Lowrider shows , the majority of their sponsored prominent car
clubs such as the Aztec Dreams Car Club in Los Angeles, and all of their Chicano Lowrider muralists ”
(The Lowriding Tradition, 2009). This concentration of car enthusiasts in California is due to the fact that
California is home to 9 of the 25 top Hispanic growth cities in the U.S. (See appendix). Further, of the
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entire state’s population, 33% are Hispanic Males, giving G-fabrications a large marketing opportunity
(State Characteristics, 2009).
Texas Market Potential
The second state G-Fabrications is targeting is Texas because of their large Hispanic population and car
show enthusiasm. In Texas, 32.8% of all males are Hispanic, and this large number of Hispanics makes
Texas a custom automobile friendly market (State Characteristics, 2009). This growing Hispanic
population in Texas is responsible for Texas holding 6 of the 25 top Hispanic growth cities in the U.S.
(See appendix). Texas has the second highest number of Lowrider magazines sold with 8,586 copies in
March and the host of 2 of Lowrider Magazine’s recent car shows (Interlink Media, 2009).
Florida Market Potential
The third largest state for the after-market car industry is Florida with 17% of all males there being
Hispanic with 4 of the 25 fastest growing Hispanic cities in the U.S. (State Characteristics, 2009 & See
appendix). With a total of 4,169 Lowrider copies sold in March 2009 Florida also has a high number of
car shows and hosted 5 Lowrider shows in 2009 (Interlink Media, 2009).
Arizona Market Potential
Home to two of the last two major Brownpride.com Lowrider Car shows, Arizona has seen a recent rapid
increase in the car customization market ” (The Lowriding Tradition, 2009). Further with 2,971 copies of
Lowrider magazine sold in march 2009, and 2 major Lowrider Magazine shows in 2009, the Arizona
after-market car industry is growing in Arizona with the increasing number of Hispanics (Interlink Media,
2009). This growing Hispanic culture in Arizona is evident with 26% of all males being Hispanic and with
2 of the 25 fastest growing Hispanic cities in the U.S. (State Characteristics, 2009 & See appendix).

Goals and Strategies
G-Fabrications' Company Vision
G-Fabrications’ vision is to help people realize that aftermarket rims are a legitimate medium for
creative, self-expression. We will accomplish this through the implementation of our innovative, client
directed manufacturing process.

G-Fabrications' Mission Statement
G-Fabrications is committed to earning positive financial returns to our investors by providing our
customers with a unique design and manufacturing process that will guarantee their complete
satisfaction. We will fulfill this mission through treating our employees fairly and with integrity,
providing our clients with a superior, personalized product, and a level of customer service that will set
the standard in the aftermarket rim industry.
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Competitive Advantage
The following section will describe in detail G-Fabrication's competitive advantages over current rim
manufacturers and rim retailers. G-Fabrications looks to separate itself from its competition in three
main areas:


A New Level of Customization: G-Fabrication's main competitive advantage is that it will offer its
clients the ability to customize their aftermarket automotive rims to an extent that does not exist
anywhere else in the aftermarket wheel industry. By utilizing our web interface, or by completely
working from scratch with one of our design engineers, our customers can manipulate rim designs
to their desired shape, size, color and finish. Essentially, G-Fabrications builds one of a kind rims for
one of a kind customers. When comparing these services to those of our competitors (rim
manufacturers and rim retailers), we find that they are completely unmatched.



Customer Service: Our second competitive advantage will come in the form of excellent customer
service, especially for a web based business. While most online retailers cannot efficiently address
the needs or questions of individual customers. It is G-Fabrications goal to develop a working
relationship with each of our users in attempts to remove the impersonal feeling from shopping
online. This will also ensure that we will effectively meet our customer’s requirements and quickly
deal with any problems that may arise during the fabrication process.



Advantages of Web Based Operations: Our last competitive advantage comes from conducting our
operations as an online business. Since our venture is web based, G-Fabrications will be easily
accessible for most consumers (the vast majority of our target market can access the Internet with
relative ease). Another benefit of online operations is we do not need to locate regionally to reach
our target markets; we can centralize all of our operations in an effort to reduce unnecessary costs.

The follow matrix graphically shows how G-Fabrications stacks up against its two main types of
competitors in the rim retailer industry: Brick and Mortar Wheel Shops and Online Rim Vendors:
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G-Fabrications' Management Team and Board of Advisers
Our venture will be managed by the following founding members.

In order from left to right:


Colleen Quirk - venture marketing and sales director. Colleen has an educational background in
business management and entrepreneurship and will graduate from the University of Arizona
Honor's College in May of 2010. Colleen is a current intern at Hanger Orthotics and Prosthetics
and is responsible for maintaining client bases, making promotional flyers on new Hanger
products, and expanding the products used in current offices.



Josh Klein - venture productions and operations manager. Josh has an educational background
in Engineering Management with a strong focus in Mechanical Engineering and will graduate
from the University of Arizona Honor's College in May of 2010. He has practical experience
using 3D modeling software and has taken design validation course work.



Lee Klein - venture concept general manager. Lee has an educational background in both
business management and entrepreneurship and will graduate from the University of Arizona
Honor's College in May of 2010. He has relevant managerial experience managing large student
organizations and handling nonprofit finance.



Tim Relinski - venture concept CFO. Tim has an educational background in Finance, Business
Management, and Entrepreneurship. He is a veteran of the United States Air Force, is
experienced in managing multi-million corporate budgets and is co-owner of a restaurant
startup.

Each of the team members listed above have played key roles in development of the G-Fabrication's
venture concept since its inception in August of 2009. To show our financial commitment to the future
of this start-up, the founding members will put forth $25,000 each in founder's equity.
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The members of G-Fabrications' board of strategic advisors and their backgrounds can be found below
and on the following pages.
Dr. Robin Richards

Dr. Richards currently works in the University of Arizona’s office of Technology
Transfer. Dr. Richard’s official title is “Licensing Associate” with expertise in
Physical Sciences and Engineering. Dr. Richards has been in Research and
Development working for Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., BP p.l.c., Ceramatec,
Inc.

Mrs. Vila Jarrell

Mrs. Jarrell is the owner of Vila Thai Cuisine, located on University Boulevard.
Vila taught a “restaurant operations: from start to finish” class at Pima
Community College in 2008. This class incorporated developing business plans
for new entrees in the restaurant industry. Vila is experienced in writing
business plans and has experience as a start-up business owner.

Ms. Susan Tanjuaquio Ms. Tanjuaquio is a Farmers Insurance Agent located in Las Vegas, Nevada. Ms.
Tanjuaquio is a successful entrepreneur and for the past 20 years has built up a
large client base for her insurance firm in Henderson, Nevada. Her clients range
from individual policy holders to small businesses and contractors. She will be
providing our team with information and counseling specifically dealing with
insurance strategies.
Mr. Jim Jindrick

Mr. Jindrick is a mentor-in-residence with the McGuire Entrepreneurship
Program at the University of Arizona’s Eller College of Management. Jim has
over 30 years management experience primarily in the world of “corporate
entrepreneurship”. Jim has seven U.S. utility patents along with other
international patents.

Mr. Robert Morrison

Mr. Morrison is a mentor-in-residence with the McGuire Entrepreneurship
Program at the University of Arizona’s Eller College of Management. Bob is an
expert in all phases of technology business development, and is a founder of
Sunquest Information Systems. Bob is currently the executive director of the
Desert Angel’s investment group, which provides seed funding to early stage
companies.

Mr. Randolph Accetta Mr. Accetta is a mentor-in-residence with a focus in communication at the
McGuire Entrepreneurship Program at the University of Arizona’s Eller College
of Management. Randy has taught Business Communications to first semester
Eller students and today focuses on teaching effective new venture
communication strategies. Randy holds a PhD from the University of Arizona’s
Department of English and his specialties include entrepreneurship education,
business communications, sports marketing, nonprofit leadership and distance
learning.
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Mr. Mike Arnold

Mike Arnold is the Director of the Engineering Management Program at
the University of Arizona. Mr. Arnold founded Modular Mining Systems,
a Tucson, Arizona based software and electronics manufacturer
targeting the mining industry. Mr. Arnold has also served as an
associate director of the McGuire Entrepreneurship Program in the Eller
College of Management.

Mr. Peter Strauss

Mr. Strauss is the owner of Joey Junior Products. Peter has expertise in the
operations and supply chain side of retail business, and is an experienced
importer of goods from China and East Asia.

Future Managerial Changes
As G-Fabrications grows and its customer base expands, we foresee managerial positions will need to be
added first in the area of product quality control and second, in marketing and sales. We initially plan to
perform quality control assessments on every rim made at our outsourced manufacturing facility on site.
This will require the hiring of one full-time quality control manager, and eventually one more. As
demand for our products increase, we also foresee that we will have to expand managerial positions
within our marketing and sales department. As sales increase we will segment our sales and marketing
team into regional departments based on where our highest concentrations of sales take place.

Product Development Strategies
G-Fabrications has considered developing new products that will help sustain a more steady stream of
cash flows than relying solely on the sale of rims. Specifically, we have considered developing rim
insurance packages to help rim owners pay for repair cost in case they are damaged. We would offer
these packages as an option for first time rim buyers, so that they would have a legitimate outlet to get
their rims repaired in case of damage. These packages would be available at a low monthly cost, we
have estimated $10-$15/month, and if a rim was damaged, G-Fabrications would cover the shipping and
repair costs.
By offering insurance packages for our products, and eventually other rim products, we will provide for
our company a steady revenue stream that would persist throughout periods of slow sales.
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Marketing and Sales Strategies
General Marketing Campaign: Online Advertising and Car Shows
G-Fabrications’ general marketing tactics will be focused on online advertising and participation in car
shows and events. G-Fabrications will be emphasizing online advertising due to the fact that our
customers will be purchasing our products online. As a website business, G-Fabrications entire revenue
stream will come from online consumers; therefore G-Fabrications will not waste money advertising to
someone without computer access. Further online advertising will also be significantly less expensive
than running color print advertisements in magazines because of the high graphic level of our rims in the
displays.
G-Fabrications will also be participating in local car shows in our target sates: California, Texas, Florida,
and Arizona in order to target highly interested car enthusiasts who frequently visit these shows. In
order to enter these shows G-Fabrications will have our own uniquely designed lowrider with our
custom rims. To tie in with our target market’s culture, it is necessary that G-Fabrications purchase a
light truck because this is the car that the majority of our customers also purchase and prefer (see
appendix). G-Fabrications is excited to announce our own custom vehicle because not only will the
vehicle draw consumer interest but with our customized purple and black rims that say G-Fabrications in
them, it will prove to consumers that we can make their perfect car. Although the car will be a major
expense in G-Fabrications first year marketing budget, with most shows only costing $25 to enter our
initial investment will greatly pay off over time. For a detailed list of the car shows G-Fabrications will be
participating in please see Appendix: Car Shows & Events). G-Fabrications will also be maintaining a
booth at these car shows that will have a professionally made video showing how the design practice
works and further examples of rims so that customers can further comprehend the unlimited possibly GFabrications offers.
Finally because our target market group of Hispanics has such a high cultural tie and a strong
background with word of mouth advertising, our needed marketing budget will decrease every year in
the first five years, allowing G-Fabrications substantial profit gain potential with lower marketing costs.
This word of mouth advertising can be seen in the reader surveys of G-Fabrications target Magazines
and on average 45.3% of the readers recommend an advertised product or service in the magazine to
another (Interlink Media, 2009). With this evidence of high inter-consumer referral rates, G-Fabrications
will decrease the number of impressions needed on the magazine websites in the first five years.
Overall, G-Fabrications marketing budget will be $400,000 for year 1(Projected Income Statement in
Appendix), $360,000 for year 2, $324,000 for year 3, $291,000 in year 4, and increased again in year 5 to
$375,000 to drive out any competitors that may have tried to copy us in our initial startup phase. GFabrications marketing will go down by 10% each year in the first four years because we will be gaining
more recognition as a company and will narrow out focus on fewer shows. Our cost savings by
narrowing our focus will be less fuel and hotel expenses, but in order to stay hip and on top of the latest
trends, G-Fabrications will still be customizing a new G-Fabrication lowrider every year for the car show
appearances and maintaining the initial level of online advertising.
Online Magazine Sites: The Highest Potential Online Buyers
Targeting the car enthusiast, the top four aftermarket car magazines Lowrider, Truckin’, Mini Truckin’,
Super Street, and Import Tuner are G-Fabrications primary marketing sources. Of those four magazines,
Lowrider will be G-Fabrications primary focus because of their emphasis on lowrider cars, car shows,
and their commitment to the Hispanic community. Although the other three magazines cater to slightly
different tastes in cars and interests, they all capture the young to middle age car enthusiast that will be
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most interested in purchasing and customizing online rims. These sites also give G-Fabrications the
opportunity to cut costs by placing online ad banners in place of costly print advertisements in these
magazines. The decision to solely focus on online advertising resulted from magazine research that
proved that the vast majority of the car magazine visit the website regularly and make purchases over
the internet.


Primary Magazine: Lowrider
Lowrider is G-Fabrication’s primary magazine to target with a high number of 76.3% their
subscribers who often or sometimes visit the website and 39.3% of their readers make
purchases over the internet. Further, Lowrider Magazine readers have a high return on
advertisement rate and of the 51.3% that report they visit an advertiser’s website, 49.3% of the
people that visit the site purchased the product or service(Interlink Media, 2009). Therefore,
because Lowrider specifically caters to our target market consumer and offers a high rate of
return on advertisements G-Fabrications will spend the most money on Lowrider magazine
advertisements.



Secondary Magazines: Truckin’, Mini Truckin’, Super Street, & Import Tuner
Like Lowrider Magazine, G-Fabrication’s secondary target magazines also have a high
percentage of their readers that visit their websites: 75.5% of Truckin’s readers, 86.6% of Mini
Truckin’s readers, 86.1% of Super Street’s readers, and 84.2% of Import Tuner’s readers.
Further, these magazines’ readers also purchase frequently from the magazine’s advertisers and
68.6% of Truckin’s readers, 66.2% of Mini Truckin’s readers, 58.2% of SuperStreet’s readers, and
53.7% of Import Tuner’s readers all report that they have purchased a product or service
promoted through the magazine(Interlink Media, 2009).

Blog Cites
Finally, in order to target such a niche market of Hispanic male consumers, G-Fabrications will have
advertisements on the blog sites CelebrityCarzs.com, MuscleCarBlog.com, and Layitlow.com.


CelebrityCarz.com: CelebrityCarz.com specifically focuses on exactly what G-Fabrications target
market is interested in: custom cars that are modified with wheels, body kits, and any other
custom work that the celebrities have had done. Clearly, with a strong emphasis on wheels and
rims, having a G-Fabrication’s advertisement on this website will have a high chance of being
seen by anyone interested in customizing cars.
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MuscleCarBlog.com: Further, MuscleCarBlog.com is an opportune site for G-Fabrications
marketing because the site is focused on customizing how to and will be one of the first sites an
interested consumer in customizing their car rims will visit. Additionally, MuscleCarBlog.com
allures to car enthusiasts everywhere and will be a key marketing strategy to expand GFabrications national consumer base.



Layitlow.com: Finally, Layitlow.com is specifically targeted at the lowrider culture and includes
information and advice on how to completely customize your own lowrider vehicle. On the site,
G-Fabrications will target advertisements by sponsoring chat forums, in which people post
pictures of their cars and come to look for advice on how where to begin creating their dream
cars. G-Fabrications will specifically sponsor the Wheels & Tires forum to promote our custom
rims, the Lowrider General Forum to attract complete car customizers, and finally the Shows &
Events page to gain insight to the shows and events potential customers are most interested in
to make a future G-Fabrications appearance at those shows.

Operational Strategies
G-Fabrications currently plans to outsource all of its manufacturing process in rim production, keeping
all design and validation phases in house. To do this, we have developed a network of suppliers (of both
raw materials and services) that will work closely our in house design team to ensure each customer
gets exactly what he/she wants out of their rims. We plan to outsource much of productions branch in
efforts to reduce initial capital costs spent on heavy manufacturing machinery and equipment. In this
section we will highlight the critical processes in G-Fabrications operations as well as discuss all
production methodologies we plan to employ or outsource.

Critical Processes Diagram

In-House
Operations

Customers access
G-Fabrications
website

Customers use
iinterface or work
from scratch to
design rims

Outsourced
Operations

Rims are Machined
using CAD file and 5
axis CNC Lathe

All finishing
processes are
completed

Designs are
recreated in 3D
CAD Software

Structural Viability
is determined and
rims are validated

Finished rims are
inspected and
mailed to customer
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In-House Operations: Design and Validation Phases
As shown in the critical process diagram above, the first four steps in rim production pertain to design
and validation processes and will be conducted entirely by G-Fabrications staff, primarily design
engineers. Discussed earlier in the plan, our clients will have two possible options in designing their
rims: either by manipulating set templates through our web interface or by working from scratch with
one of our design engineers. Although customers working through the interface will require less
supervision from our personnel, both options will require staff on hand to provide support and answer
client questions. Once rim designs are completed they will be recreated by our engineers in 3D CAD
software; we plan to utilize a modeling program called SoildWorks. To keep continuity with the designs,
the same engineers who helped design the wheels will complete this process. Once the designs have
been recreated in CAD software, additional validation software will be used to analyze the designs and
determine their structural viability. For this process, we plan to use a program called NEi Fatigue:
WinLIFE developed by NEi Software. This program will allow our engineers to calculate the fatigue life of
components under dynamic loading scenarios. If a design is deemed viable and the client would like to
continue with the production process, it will be sent out to manufacturing. At this point all in house
operations have concluded. Based on the work intensive process of design validation and the one on
one nature of working with clients, we plan to have at least 3 design engineers on staff, with that
number obviously increasing as the company grows.
Outsourced Operations: Manufacturing Process
As mentioned earlier, G-Fabrications plans to outsource its manufacturing processes to reduce capital
costs associated with equipment expenditures. More specifically, we plan to outsource the machining
of the rims and all finishing processes by directly shipping raw materials to our partners supplying these
services. The first step in manufacturing process is to machine pre-sized aluminum billets into the
specified rim design using a 5 axis CNC Lathe. We plan to purchase aluminum billets from American
Racing LLC, a company based out of Southern California, and ship them directly to a company called 3D
Tech Inc. This company specifically develops large scale manufacturing components (objects with up to
a 30 inch diameter) and has a lathe with the ability of machining automotive rims. One rim are
machined, consumer specified finishing process must be completed. These processes include powder
coating, chroming dipping, and etching. To conduct these operations we plan to use a company also
base out California called Power Powder Coating Inc. With all manufacturing processes complete, the
rims will be shipped back to our facility where they will undergo a final inspection. If the wheels pass
this inspection, they will be shipped directly to the address specified by the customer.

Intellectual Property and Legal Issues Strategies
All Intellectual property utilized in G-Fabrications will be developed and owned solely by our company
(either owned out right or in some situations, under geographic stipulations defined by our customers)
or obtained through purchasing agreements with third party providers (i.e. Software developers). In this
section we discuss the kinds of IP protection we plan to exercise in our venture as well define strategies
we will employ in obtaining needed IP from outside providers.
G – Fabrications IP and Protection Strategies
We plan to institute IP protection with respect to our brand name, tagline, and website content,
including our design interface. All of this material will be copyrighted on the basis of being original work,
however we do plan to apply for trademarks regarding our tagline “Don’t Follow Trends, Design Them”
as well as an artistic representation of the namesake of our company, G-Fabrications. We are also
planning to copyright the unique wheel designs generated by our design engineers and customers
working with web interface. In order to avoid possible legal issues, all customers will sign a disclaimer
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before working with our company, relinquishing the ownership of these designs to G-Fabrications. This
will give G-fabrications the exclusive rights to reproduce popular designs in advertising campaigns as
well as the right to sell rims based off of the designs if a substantial level of demand exists. The re-sale
of rim designs will be entirely dependent upon the original customer who purchased or designed the
wheels, in order to preserve the “one of a kind” nature of their rims. The reproduction of wheels will be
done on a geographic and time basis, where no set of rims will be sold within the same area code as the
original consumer and within a calendar year of the original sale. All reproduction of designs will be
done at very limited quantity and reproduced rims will see a significant price increase compared to the
original set.
Intellectual Property Obtained from Third Party Providers
Since G-Fabrications plans to outsource the entirety of its manufacturing processes, the only intellectual
property we must obtain is the rights to employ computer systems and software used in the design and
testing phases of our rim development. We currently plan to obtain these utilization rights behind
computer systems through the direct purchase of the systems. As for the CAD and validation software
(SolidWorks and NEi Fatigue: WinLIFE), we plan to obtain user rights through purchasing agreements
and/or licensing from their respective owners, Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks and NEi Software. These
agreements will have an initial implementation cost followed by scheduled maintenance fees paid on an
annual basis. We currently have no other plans to utilize third party Intellectual Property.
G-Fabrications Legal Structure
G-Fabrications plans to incorporate as a Limited Liability Corporation based on the flexibility in
ownership rights that LLCs offer as well as their ease to setup from a legal stand point. LLC are also
easily converted to an S or C Corporation which may be necessary when searching for seed funding from
angel investors or VCs.

Technology Strategies
The technology G-Fabrications utilizes is primarily made up of the design and validation software
mentioned earlier in the Operational and IP strategies sections. Since we do not plan to develop new
iterations of these programs, we must be aware of new developments in this software to remain
competitive. We aim to use the newest versions of both SolidWorks and NEi programs. Similarly, we
must also be aware of the technology our suppliers are using in our manufacturing processes. Changing
suppliers on a technology basis however, may be more difficult dependent upon partnership
agreements with these companies.

Development Plan
G-Fabrications currently exists in the form of a registered company name with the state of Arizona (GFabrications) and the website domain name gfabrications.com. Our company is currently in the
validation stage of business development and is in year zero of our overall development strategy. Once
we have finished researching, we will begin development of the interactive design software for
gfabrications.com, and we will begin developing the website itself. Concurrently, we will look to begin
establishing relationships with the outsourcers that are necessary to support our business model. GFabrications currently employs our four founding members; none of our founding members are on GFabrications' payroll. Our venture’s extended outlook strategy, encompassing years one through five of
development, is depicted in the diagram on the following page.
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Year 0

Year 1-2

Year 3-4

Year 5+

Finish venture
validation, develop
company website,
conduct first round of
outside investments.

Begin establishing
customer
relationships, making
first sales in AZ, CA
and TX.

Partner with brick &
mortar retail chain to
be exclusive dealer of
G-Fabrication rims.

Consider acquisition
offers by competing
firms or sale to
interested
investment firm.

Risks and Contingency Strategies
Being a luxury, elastic good, sales of aftermarket automobile rims are more vulnerable to shifts in
economic cycles than are other consumer goods. This is an un-diversifiable risk that is faced by the
entire aftermarket automotive industry, and simply cannot be avoided. Because we are looking to
initially finance our venture using primarily seed funding and angel investments, we will not be in a
position where our company is overleveraged with long-term and short-term debt obligations. Business
risks specific to G-Fabrications that we plan to mitigate include:




Inadequately reaching our target customers through our website or advertising techniques
Failed or unproductive relationships with our suppliers and outsourcers, resulting in decreased
margins
Sending customers inferior products produced or modified by our outsourcers, resulting in
damages done to our company reputation

Primary Value Drivers
G-Fabrications’ primary value drivers are our number of units sold, cost of materials and our cost of
labor. Each value driver is analyzed in the following bullet points.


Units Sold – G-Fabrications’ bottom line net cash flows are directly affected by the number of
rims we are able to sell. Because each of our products are significantly marked up for retail (an
average of 253% across our three products) the amount of each product we are able to sell
substantially impacts our profit margins.



Costs of Materials - Changes in the costs of materials used in the manufacturing processes of our
products will also have a significant impact on G-Fabrications’ cash flows. Understanding our
materials used in production are primarily raw materials, and can therefore be treated as
commodities, their prices may fluctuate in unpredictable manners and to high degrees. When
our input prices rise, or inversely drop, our profit margins will proportionately decrease or
increase.
For example, if our costs of materials were determined to be 5% higher than we originally
estimated for each of our three products, our annual gross margins will decrease
proportionately by approximately 2.6%. This decrease in gross margins will in turn cause a
decrease in annual net cash flows by approximately 1.7%.
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Cost of Labor – The labor costs our firm will incur depends primarily on which manufacturing
processes we choose to perform “in house” and which we plan to outsource. We currently plan
on outsourcing all rim finishing processes which include chroming and powder-coat painting. If
the prices our outsourcers charge us increase, our profit margins will decrease proportionately.

Fluctuations in these key value drivers will have the largest impacts on our unit profit margins and will
therefore have the largest impacts on our firm’s net profits.
Risk-Mitigation Strategies
G-Fabrications will mitigate these financial risks by employing specific strategies to ensure each of our
value drivers and their associated costs will behave in a predictable manner.
To ensure our net sales will be able to support our manufacturing operations and at the same time
provide for attractive an ROI to our outside investors, we will utilize targeted internet and print
marketing campaigns, and attend car shows across the country to make sure our customers are aware
of the services we provide.
The fluctuating costs of raw materials on the global exchange market provide for constant risk in our
financial analysis. To diminish as much of this market risk as is possible, G-Fabrications will employ a
"many supplier" strategy to ensure we are always paying the lowest prices possible for our input
materials. We have identified specific domestic and international suppliers of aluminum rim billets and
if we ever feel these suppliers are attempting to take advantage of superfluous “market price
fluctuations”, we will simply switch suppliers. Our initial supplier of the aforementioned aluminum
billets will be All American Wheel Co. based in Paramount, California, with whom we would ideally like
to develop a friendly and mutually beneficial supplier-manufacturer relationship.
G-Fabrications will employ two separate risk-mitigation strategies to address the financial implications
associated with changes in costs of labor. First, to ensure high employee morale, we will provide our inhouse employees with annual salary raises of 20% and a working environment conducive to open
communication between managers and laborers. Second, to ensure we will be paying competitive
prices for outsourced chroming, powder coating, and other finishing processes, we will employ a manysupplier strategy similar to what we have mentioned above for our raw material suppliers.
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Financial Projections
The following section of G-Fabrications’ business plan will outline our financial forecast for years one
through five of our operations.
G-Fabrications is projecting a 5th year revenues of $7.9 million, an EBITDA of $2 million, and valuation of
$10 million (based on 5X EBITDA multiple). Additionally, G-Fabrications is anticipating to break-even in
the first quarter of year two, when $2.6 million in revenue (3380 units) is achieved. G-Fabrications’ 5
year medium demand projections are depicted in the graph below.
Year 5

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Number of units sold

2350

4400

6100

7850

9600

Average Sales Price

$733

$755

$778

$801

$825

Revenue

$1.7 million

$3.3 million

$4.7 million

$6.3 million

$7.9 million

Cost of Goods Sold

$1 million

$1.8 million

$2.8 million

$3.6 million

$4.9 million

62%

Gross Profit

$700,000

$1.5 million

$1.9 million

$2.7 million

$3 million

38%

Operating Expenses

$824,000

$813,000

$919,000

$919,000

$1 million

13%

EBITDA

($124,000)

$700,000

$1 million

$1.7 million

$2 million

25%

Figures derived from medium demand projections

Cost of Goods Sold
$263 per billet wheel, $130 for outsourced manufacturing, $25 for powder coating of each wheel, $200
for multi color powder coating and or chroming (all costs includes shipping). It is assumed that billet
wheels will decrease 20% in year 2 due to supplier discounts and that COGS will increase 3% each
following year.
Sales
Medium Demand: Financial projections commenced with medium demand forecasts. Possessing the
assumptions that sales would increase by 4 additional rims per month.
High Demand: Started with a 20% increase of original medium sales and possesses the assumption that
sales would increase by 8 additional rims per month.
Low Demand: Started with a 20% decrease of original medium sales and possesses the assumption that
sales would increase by 2 additional rims per month.
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Operating Expenses
G-Fabrications projected operating expenses are as follows.











5 yr. lease: The lease price ($3,750 per month) is assumed to be locked in for 5 yrs.
Advertising: Advertising will come in the form of web-based ads placed websites such as
Truckin, Super Street, Import Tuner, and Low-Rider, CelebrityCarz.com, MuscleCarBlog.com. It is
assumed that this expense will increase 3% per year.
SEMA Membership: Costs associated with an annual membership to the Specialty Equipment
Manufacturing Association (SEMA). It is assumed that this expense will increase 3% per year.
SEMA Tradeshow: Costs associated with booth rental at the annual SEMA tradeshow located in
Las Vegas, Nevada. It is assumed that this expense will increase 3% per year.
Prepaid insurance: Costs associated with carrying manufacturing liability insurance. It is
assumed that this expense will increase 3% per year.
Utilities: Costs associated with operational utilities. Cost assumptions were derived from
analyzing benchmark firm MHT Wheels. It is assumed that year 2 and beyond will be charged
equal monthly installments and that this expense will increase 3% per year.
Software License: Costs associated with a 5 yr license to Solid Works software.
Website Design: Costs associated with a onetime website development fee.
Website Maintenance: Costs associated with monthly routine website maintenance. It is
assumed that this expense will increase 3% per year.
Legal Fees: Costs associated with fees for legal advice and document drafting. Cost assumptions
were derived from analyzing benchmark firm MHT Wheels. It is assumed that this expense will
increase 3% per year.

Financial Assumptions
G-Fabrications’ additional financial assumptions are as follows:






Accounts Receivable: G-Fabrications will require a 50% down payment on all orders to cover the
costs of those customers who cancel their transaction. The remaining 50% will be collected prior
the product shipping to the customer.
Capital Structure: G-Fabrications is anticipating to be completely funded by owner and investor
equity. One round of financing is predicted and displayed within our 5 year projections.
Depreciation: Straight line depreciation will be utilized. 4-year life for computers and 7-year life
for company vehicles will be assessed.
Employee Benefits: Employees of G-Fabrications will receive benefits equaling 10% of their base
salary.
Tax Rates: G-Fabrications’ 5 year financial projections include a federal tax rate of 35% and a
payroll tax of 4.54%.

Harvesting Strategies
G-Fabrications intends to position ourselves to be acquired by our benchmark companies such as MHT
Wheels, Centerline Wheels, and or Enkei Wheels. We plan on accomplishing this by producing a higher
quality product than these competitors and to intrude on their sales by targeting their clientele. In
doing this, we feel that it would be advantageous for these companies to acquire G-Fabrications in year
5 of its operations.
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G-Fabrications’ Funding and Resource Proposal
Lee Klein - General Manager
Timothy Relinski - Director of Finance
Genuine Fabrications (G-Fabrications) is a purveyor of premium quality, buyer-designed, aftermarket
vehicle rims. G-Fabrications will give today's purchasers of custom automobile wheels the exclusive
opportunity to create their own, unique rim designs.

Financial projections
The following sections will describe the assumptions we have made in our venture's five year financial
statements.
G-Fabrications is projecting a 5th year revenues of $7.9 million, an EBITDA of $2 million, and valuation of
$10 million (based on 5X EBITDA multiple). Additionally, G-Fabrications is anticipating to break-even in
the first quarter of year two, when $2.6 million in revenue (3380 units) is achieved. G-Fabrications’ 5
year medium demand projections are depicted in the graph below.
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 5

Number of units sold

2350

4400

6100

7850

9600

Average Sales Price

$733

$755

$778

$801

$825

Revenue

$1.7 million

$3.3 million

$4.7 million

$6.3 million

$7.9 million

Cost of Goods Sold

$1 million

$1.8 million

$2.8 million

$3.6 million

$4.9 million

62%

Gross Profit

$700,000

$1.5 million

$1.9 million

$2.7 million

$3 million

38%

Operating Expenses

$824,000

$813,000

$919,000

$919,000

$1 million

13%

EBITDA

($124,000)

$700,000

$1 million

$1.7 million

$2 million

25%

Figures derived from medium demand projections

Number of units sold
Utilizing G-Fabrications’ has used its' benchmark company, MHT Wheels, 2009 sales projections to
provide a measure of our 5th year sales. Based on these calculations, we have determined that our first
year sales will be approximately 3384 units, or 846 full sets of vehicle rims. Each month thereafter we
are predicting a sales increase of 10 units per month. This will align our 5th year (2014) projected sales to
be reflective of MHT Wheels’ 2009 sales.
Average sale price
G-Fabrications’ average price point is aligned with our benchmark company (MHT Wheels). We have
projected for our prices to increase 3% annually to mirror historical inflations rates.
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Costs of goods sold
G-Fabrications’ variable costs will fluctuate as supplier and manufacturer discounts are granted and as
we attain economies of scales.
Operating expenses
G-Fabrications will outsource all manufacturing and finishing processes. Therefore, most operating
expenses will stay consistent. Fluctuations in operating expenses will be attributed to changes in
marketing strategies and tactics.

Venture Valuation
G-Fabrications’ year 0 starting valuation has been calculated to be $1.18 million. This valuation
was derived by multiplying our venture's 5th year EBIDTA ($3.55 million) by a conservative
EBIDTA multiple of 5. We then divided this figure ($17.75 million) by an equally conservative
discount factor of 15 to compensate for the risk that accompanies the sale of elastic, luxury
goods.

Required funds being sought
G-Fabrications’ is seeking a total of $350,000 from investors. Our venture has thus far secured $100,000
in founders capital. Allocation of outside investor’s funds is as follows:




Operating expenses – 32% ($112,000)
Hard assets – 20% ($70,000)
Inventory – 8% ($28,000)

A large portion of these funds will be allocated towards a few large expenditures that will be essential to
our business beginning operations. These expenditures are as follows.









Initial advertising - $100,000 (28.5%)
Company Truck - $45,000 (12.9%)
Starting billet inventory - $39,300 (11.2%)
Software licensing - $10,000 (3.5%)
Construction of company website - $8,500 (2.4%)
Prepaid insurance (one year) - $6,500 (1.9%)
Rental expense - $3,750 (1.1%)
Computer system - $3,500 (1%)

Time Frame of Venture Launch
Upon receiving our required funds, G-Fabrications will begin business operations immediately by paying
for the development of our company website and design software, as well as leasing office space to
house our design engineers and managerial divisions. A graphical representation of G-Fabrications'
developmental timeline is depicted on the following page.
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Year 0

Year 1-2

Year 3-4

Year 5+

Finish venture
validation, develop
company website,
conduct first round of
outside investments.

Begin establishing
customer
relationships, making
first sales in AZ, CA
and TX.

Partner with brick &
mortar retail chain to
be exclusive dealer of
G-Fabrication rims.

Consider acquisition
offers by competing
firms or sale to
interested
investment firm.

Harvesting Strategies
G-Fabrications intends to position ourselves to be acquired by our benchmark companies such as MHT
Wheels, Centerline Wheels, and or Enkei Wheels. We plan on accomplishing this by producing a higher
quality product than these competitors and to intrude on their sales by targeting their clientele. In
doing this, we feel that it would be advantageous for these companies to acquire G-Fabrications in year
5 of its operations.

Call to action
We invite you to meet with G-Fabrications’ owners and advisory board to discuss this opportunity in
further detail. If you are interested in such a meeting, please contact our General Manager, Mr. Lee
Klein, at (520) 266-4030 or leemklein@gmail.com
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G-Fabrications: Offering unique solutions for unique customers
Charles Schwab once said, “The hardest struggle of all is to be something different from what the
average man is.” Society is constantly searching for new ways in which the individual may distinguish
themselves from the masses. G-Fabrications custom automobile rim & wheel manufacturing embraces
this trend of customization and will offer purchasers of aftermarket automobile rims the exciting ability
to design their own rims.
G-Fabrications address consumer problems and more through our innovative "design you rims" process.
Rather than simply selecting from models of pre-manufactured rims, like buyers at current rim retailers
are forced to today, G-Fabrications customers will play an essential role in the design process of their
rims. Our company website, gfabrications.com will feature two unique components that will allow rim
purchasers unmatched abilities to personalize their rims. G-Fabrication's main competitive advantage is
that it offers its clients the ability to customize their aftermarket automotive rims to an extent that does
not exist anywhere else in the aftermarket wheel industry.
In addition to allowing our customers greater levels of design freedom in their rim selection process, GFabrications will provide our customers with superior levels of customer service. Our professional
design engineers will walk prospective rim buyers through every step of the rim design process. This
level of customer service not only separates us from other website rim manufacturers, it also ensures
that our customers will be satisfied with their products to the fullest extent possible.
In summary, G-Fabrications is an exciting and profitable new entry into a market full of stagnant
competitors. We offer our investors excellent returns on their investments associated with a degree of
risk reasonable for a start-up firm.
We thank you for your time spent reading this document, and remind you to not follow trends, but
design them!

Sincerely,
The G-Fabrications Management Team
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G-Fabrications' Years 1-5 Projected Income Statement

Figures derived from medium demand projections
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G-Fabrications' Years 1-5 Projected Cash Flows

Figures derived from medium demand projections
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G-Fabrications' Years 1-5 Balance Sheet

Figures derived from medium demand projections
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G-Fabrications' Break-even Analysis

$5,000,000.00
$4,500,000.00
$4,000,000.00
$3,500,000.00

$3,000,000.00

Total
Revenue

$2,500,000.00

Total Costs

$2,000,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$500,000.00
$0.00
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

Units required to reach BEP-3380
Total Revenue – 2.6 million
Calculated marketing costs per sale:
Year 1 - $30

Year 2 - $14

Year 3 - $9

Year 4 - $6

Year 5 - $4
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G-Fabrications' Funding Breakdown
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Aftermarket Parts Industry Market Share Graph
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Aftermarket Parts Industry Market Share By Retail Outlet Graph
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2009 Sales of Wheels, Tires and Suspension Products by Niche

2009 Wheels, Tires and Suspension sales by Niche (in millions)
Light Truck

$1,290.30

Compact Performance

$460.10

Other

$455.90

Restyling

$266.30

Off-Road

$236.00

Street Performance

$235.70

Restoration

$151.20

Street Rod & Custom

$117.30

Racing

$117.20
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Sales of Aftermarket Wheels, Tires and Suspension Products by Region
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Wheel Buyers by Area Type
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Wheel Buyers by Age
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Purpose of Vehicle Alteration (Consumer Survey)
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Target Market Locations

TOP U.S. COUNTIES BY HISPANIC
POPULATION GROWTH
By 2000 to 2007 population increase
HISPANIC ‘90-’00 GROWTH
RANK COUNTY [STATE] POPULATION GROWTH RANK
1 Los Angeles County [Calif.] 435,198 1
2 Maricopa County [Ariz.] 419,295 3
3 Harris County [Texas] 400,853 2
4 Riverside County [Calif.] 336,541 9
5 San Bernardino County [Calif.] 269,411 8
6 Dallas County [Texas] 239,426 5
7 Clark County [Nev.] 209,003 11
8 Miami-Dade County [Fla.] 187,573 6
9 Bexar County [Texas] 156,914 14
10 Tarrant County [Texas] 151,077 16
11 San Diego County [Calif.] 150,404 10
12 Broward County [Fla.] 140,117 15
13 Cook County [Ill.] 135,883 4
14 Hidalgo County [Texas] 132,796 12
15 Orange County [Calif.] 122,453 7
16 Kern County [Calif.] 111,800 22
17 Orange County [Fla.] 90,879 21
18 Travis County [Texas] 87,604 20
19 Hillsborough County [Fla.] 83,464 30
20 Fresno County [Calif.] 81,791 19
21 Palm Beach County [Fla.] 78,227 29
22 Sacramento County [Calif.] 76,292 28
23 San Joaquin County [Calif.] 72,056 38
24 Pima County [Ariz.] 68,651 25
25 Gwinnett County [Ga.] 67,986 42
Data from Pew Hispanic Center's Oct. 23, 2008, report "Latino Settlement in the New Century."
More info: http://pewhispanic.org/files/reports/96.pdf.

39%
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Online Advertising Costs
Advertising Costs Year 1:
Lowrider Magazine
Online Ads

1,000,000 X12
displays a months
month

Truckin’ Magazine
Online Ads

400,000
X12
displays a months
month

Mini Truckin’
Magazine Online
Ads

400,000
X12
displays a months
month

Super Street
Magazine Online
Ads

400,000
X12
displays a months
month

Import Tuner
Magazine Online
Ads

400,000
X12
displays a months
month

CelebrityCarz.com

Regular
Price was
$350/mo

MuscleCarBlog.com Text Link
Ads
Layitlow.com
Forum
Site Host
Layitlow.com
Forum
Site Host
Layitlow.com
Forum
Site Host

÷1,000
X6.50
rate/impression for a
728x90
banner
÷1,000
X6.50
rate/impression for a
728x90
banner
÷1,000
X6.50
rate/impression for a
728x90
banner
÷1,000
X6.50
rate/impression for a
728x90
banner
÷1,000
X6.50
rate/impression for a
728x90
banner
One year
rate=$600(2)

But our
rim
company
discount
is 6mo
prepaid
at $600
$100/mo For 12months
Wheels
& Tires
Lowrider
General
Shows &
Events
Page

$70 for 3
months
$80 for 3
months
$80 for 3
months

Cost of Actual Print
Design Made by
Designer
TOTAL First Year
Advertisement
Marketing Costs
Cites to Add: http://www.layitlow.com/help_advertising.shtml

=$78,000

=$31,200

=$31,200

=$31,200

=$31,200

=$1,200

=$600
X4

=$280

X4

=$320

X4

=$320

=$800

=$206,320
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Cost of Show Car:
Black 2010 Toyota
Tacoma X-Runner
Lowering Job
Paint Job
G-Fabrication Rims
TOTAL

$33,000
$3,000
$3,500
$5,000
=$44,500

Toyota Price:
http://www.toyota.com/tacoma/trims-prices.html
Lowering Truck:
http://www.stylintrucks.com/sn.aspx?category|cat_30|374=Lowering%20Kits&scid=SG57711&gclid=CPbNh4O5h6ACFRYoawodAihfrg
Paint:
http://www.airbrush.com.au/custom.shtml
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Car Show Entrance Fees
State
California

Show &City












Texas

Route 395 Hot Rod & Kustom Culture Festival, Lake
Elisnore (www.socalhotrodshows.com)
Parade Your Pride Car Show, San Carlos
(http://www.letstalkevents.com/coming_events.ht
m)
Lowrider Tour, San Bernardino
(www.lowridermagazine.com)
Kulture Shock Car Show, Lakeport
(http://www.kultureshockcarshow.com/)
Booze Broads & Hotrods Rockabilly Festival Car
Show, Millbrae
(http://www.boozebroadsandhotrods.net/6.html)
Say No to Gangs, Drugs & Violence Car Show,
Fresno

$25/car
$200/car

$25/car

Hood Rats Father’s Day Swap Meet, San Francisco
(http://www.friscohoodrats.com/)

$10/car

Go Crazy Get Loud Car Show, Fountain Valley
(http://forums.automobilemag.com/70/7629715/autoshows/car-show-go-crazyget-loud-16650-harbor-blvdfounta/index.html)

$50/car



The Hot Rod Hoedown, New Caney
http://www.thehotrodhoedown.com/index.php?p=
1_7



Texas Heat Wave, Austin
http://www.heatwaveinc.com/index.php?option=c
om_virtuemart&page=shop.browse&category_id=6
&Itemid=112
Draggin´Assphalt, Kileen
http://www.s10forum.com/forum/f81/dragginassphalt-09-killeen-tx-364223/
Cruise Your Ride to Ingleside, Ingleside



$25/car

$40/booth

GZ’s Fest, Long Beach
(http://g8motorsports.com/Events.html)

Totals

$25/car

(www.carshownews.com/national/CA.htm)





Cost/Show
$120/booth

=$520
$30-car and
$50-booth

$35-car

$25-car
Free Event

http://www.stxmaps.com/go/cruise-your-ride-toingleside-car-showand-fly-in.html
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Florida



Showdown at the REO, Longview
(http://www.myspace.com/unicoscc)

$50
Car



Lowriders vs. Hotrods Car Show, Dallas
http://www.jalopyjournal.com/forum/showthread.
php?t=361024

$10-Car



Hot as Hell Car Show, Dallas
(http://www.ricekiller.com/forums/showthread.ph
p?p=1552489)






Hooters and Hot Rods, Casselberry
(http://wftv.zipscene.com/events/view/2334890hooters-and-hot-rods-casselberry)
Open Car and Truck Show, Sunrise
http://www.cruisinsouthflorida.com/2010/2010.01.
10.Renegade.htm
The Miami Auto Experience, Miami
http://klutchcustoms.com/klutchvendor.html
Hooters and Hot Rods, Orlando
http://www.eventsetter.com/events/USA/Florida/
Orlando/Motor_SportsAuto_Events/event97734.html

$25-Car
₌$225

Free Event

$100 entry
fee
$100
Entrance,
$25-Car
Free Event

₌$225
Arizona





Nevada




Lowrider Tour, Phoenix
www.lowridermagazine.com
Rockabilly Fest Arizona, Phoenix
http://www.showup.com/event/detail/440202698
Cops and Rodders Car Show, Tucson
http://www.copsandrodderstucson.org/register.ht
ml

$25/car

SEMA Show, Las Vegas
http://www.semashow.com/main/main.aspx?ID=/c
ontent/SEMASHOWcom/HomePage
Lowrider Las Vegas Show

$300 for
Booths

TOTALS

$25/car

$25/car
₌$75

$25/car
₌$325
₌$1,370

List of Car shows from:
http://www.carshownews.com/customs/customs.htm
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Additional Car Show Costs
Expense
Hotel Stays
Gas Expense of Model Car and
G-Fabrications Truck with
Promotional Merchandise
Food / Travel Expenses
Car Maintenance (oil changes,
etc.)

Unexpected Car Maintenance
Cost of Booth Promotional
Materials: Professionally
designed flyers
Promotional Video that
describes the G-Fabrication’s
Process & shows demo rims
TOTALS

Amount Needed
25 shows x 4 nights × 4 rooms x
$200-room average
$50 per tank x 6 tanks/trip x 25
shows x 2 cars

TOTAL
$80,000

$316.10/Day x 4days x 25 shows
(6 tanks of gas x 25 shows) x
200mpg= 30,000 miles/3,000
miles before oil change=
10 oil changes x $60=$600 x
2cars=
$10,000 x 2 cars

$31,610
$1,200

$15,000

$20,000
$4,000

$20,000 professionally made
$30,000
video + $10,000 video
equipment and speakers to show
video
₌$147,810

Total Year 1 Marketing Costs
Category:
Online Advertising
Cost of Show Car
Show Entrance Fees
Additional Show Costs
Year 1TOTAL

TOTAL
$206,320
$44,500
$1,370
$147,810
=$400,000
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Mock up of Online Web Interface: The G-Fab Design Studio
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In Depth Competitive Analysis (Brick and Mortar & Online Retailer)
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McGuire Honors Thesis:
Exploring the Potential Benefits Utilizing CAD Software in Mass
Customization Systems

Joshua Klein
SIE 484H – Honors Thesis
4.29.10

Introduction
My teams venture, Genuine Fabrications, is a concept based in the aftermarket automotive
industry, specifically focusing in the manufacturing of wheels for cars and light trucks. As highlighted in
our current business plan, we plan to position the venture in the super niche market of high end rims
operating strictly as a luxury goods vendor. With this said, indentifying an alternate value for our
concept has proven to be quite difficult. Arguing the alternative social or ecological benefits of a
business centered around “chrome dubs” and “pimping rides” would seem rather inflated and more
notably pointless. Instead I chose to write about the potential experimental value of G-Fabrications
leading innovation, our revolutionary “design your own rims” process.

An Alternate Value in Design
G-Fabrications gives its clients the ability to design their own, completely unique, automotive
rims, effectively providing a level of customization not found anywhere else in the aftermarket wheel
industry. This ground-breaking

The G-Fab Design Studio

innovation is made possible thanks to a
web based design interface located at
GFabrications.com, the G-Fab Design
Studio (shown in the figure to the right).
Acting as an online form of modeling
software, our customers have the
ability to manipulate wheel shapes,

Figure 1: Mock up of online design interface, The G-Fab Design Studio

colors, and finishes to fabricate their own custom wheel designs. This design interface will be developed
with attempts to be completely interactive, totally immersive, and most importantly, user friendly. On
an engineering aspect, the G-Fab Design Studio essentially acts as a form of rudimentary computer
aided design software, or CAD software for short. These types of programs are usually very complex

and users often require an extensive amount of training to become proficient with all functions. Due to
this high learning curve, CAD and 3D modeling software has been effectively segregated to ultra
technical fields primarily within engineering. In this essay we will identify the potential benefits
in increasing the accessibility of 3D modeling software to the average consumer, not just focusing in
automotive concepts but everywhere in industry. This will help us in connecting the specialization of
products on a per customer basis to boosts in sales and overall consumer well being.

Benefits Leading from CAD: Mass Customization Systems
Although CAD software was initially developed as a form of finite element analysis for structures
and designs, G-fabrications clients will not be using it as an analytical tool. Instead, the primary benefit
of utilizing CAD and modeling software in our customer purchasing process is it will allow each individual
customer the ability to determine their own end product, in our case rims. Although G-Fabrications is
only focused in the aftermarket wheel industry, one can see the potential application of consumer
oriented CAD programs in many places in business to increase the level of customer generated content
in production. This may spur the age old argument of Individuality vs. Conformity but the fact of the
matter is consumers will gravitate to goods where they have some level of input in the manufacturing
process. This fact exemplified by emerging trends in consumer goods vendors and the drop shipping
industry, all focusing on developing some form of mass customization. Mass customization is defined as
the utilization of configurable computer assisted manufacturing processes to generate custom, user
generated, output. This description falls right in line with G-Fabrications sales and manufacturing
processes. Frank Piller, co-director of the M.I.T. Smart customization Group at the M.I.T. Media Lab in
Cambridge Massachusetts has identified the following benefits of mass customization:
•

•
•

No overstock, waste or fashion risk – since customer design their products, there is no need or
feasible way to hold inventory saving costs. There is also no “fashion” risk or the risk of these
designed products going out of style with customers.
No discounts (quasi-retail pricing) – companies can charge higher prices for customizable goods.
Fewer returns (especially for mail-order companies) – due to higher levels of customer satisfaction.

•

•
•

•

Higher willingness to pay – customers are more aware of the perceived benefits associated with the
ability to design their own end products, this is translated to an increase in overall value of these
products.
Higher customer loyalty – customers are more likely to return business to companies that have
customizable sales options.
Cross-selling opportunities – mass customization allows companies more of an opportunity to sell
new options or product packages to their existing customers. This also facilitates partnerships will
suppliers of complentary goods.
Access to market research information – with consumers designing exactly what they want in their
end goods, mass customization allows companies to conduct non-invasive market research
identifying what types of features their clients would like in their products.

As denoted above, mass customization offers benefits to both the customer and vendor. Piller
summarizes these benefits, in his co-authored article Does mass customization pay? An economic
approach to evaluate customer integration, by stating mass customization allows consumers gain
purchasing empowerment by playing key roles in
manufacturing operations, a process he calls
“customer integration into the production process”.
He goes on to state that from a business stand point,
customer integration proves to be a very important
asset to the increase of operational efficiency, paving
the way to “a new set of cost-saving potentials”.
Piller also identifies specific levels of customer
integration (shown in the figure to the right) and how
they “contribute to value generation”. Although the
higher the degree of customer integration leads to
more costs associated with manufacturing and

Figure 2: Frank Piller’s “Archetypes of mass
customization”

transactions (costs incurred from interactions with the customer and information handling), Piller states
it is also directly related to the level of benefits gained by both the consumer and business. The higher

the level of customer integration, the greater the product value perceived by the customer and the
greater the ability of the business to gain cost savings, improve customer loyalty, and access important
marketing and logistics information. When comparing these levels to G-Fabrications, we can see our
venture falls into the category with the highest degree of customer integration, the “engineer-to-order”
group. Although this means G-fabrications has the opportunity to accrue a large amount of potential
operational benefits, however we must be wary of the costs associated with such intensive customer
relationships. These costs represent the tradeoffs of enacting such a high level of customization in our
venture. Piller discusses finding the “optimal extent of customer integration” and we will have to be
very efficient with our operations and manufacturing strategies to reach this optimum level. Luckily
with the integration of consumer based CAD software in our rim design process we hope to avoid the
increase in costs incurred from interactions with the customer and information handling.
With the benefits of mass customization now quantified, we can begin to develop benchmark
companies in the aftermarket auto industry as well as companies that use consumer versions of CAD
software to better understand the how modeling software has been implemented in mass
customization systems in industry today.

Mass Customization in Industry and Benchmarks Firms
Many companies in industry today utilize some form of mass customization in their operations
to increase their appeal with customers. Large cap companies like Dell Computers, Nike Sports, Lego
Inc., and Land’s End apparel have all implemented varying degrees of customer integration in their
operations, all to great success. Although this validates the practice of mass customization in business,
it gives us little information about using specialized operations in the aftermarket auto industry or
applying CAD software in mass customization efforts. With this said, we will examine two benchmark
companies: MHT Wheels Inc. as an industry specific benchmark and eMachineShop.com as a
technological benchmark for implementing CAD software in a customer design process.

MHT Wheels Inc.
MHT Wheels is an aftermarket automotive wheel retailer
based out of Garden Grove California. Although MHT does
not use modeling software in their customization options,
they do have several online design applets (an example shown
in the figure to the left), where customers have the ability to
Figure 3: MHT online Wheel Designer

choose paint schemes on pre-manufactured rims. This

currently represents the highest level of consumer input available in the aftermarket rim industry. This
kind of customer integration represents the made-to-order level in Piller’s Archetypes of mass
customization. Although this level offers significant benefits to the customer and vendor, G-Fabrications
looks to make such a process obsolete by allowing our clients the ability to design their rims from the
ground up.
eMachineShop.com
eMachineShop is an online, computed numerical control
lathing operation based out of Mahwah, New Jersey.
Although they are not a direct competitor of G-Fabrications,
we look to emulate their integration of modeling software in
their customer purchasing process. eMachineshop utilizes a
Figure 4: eMachineShop CAD Designer

proprietary form of CAD software that allows its customers to

design small machine components and parts. eMachineshop then takes these designs and
manufactures them using a number of 5 axis CNC lathes. This CAD facilitated, engineered-to-order
process is exactly the kind of operation we would like to implement at G-Fabrications. By replicating this
procedure in the aftermarket auto industry, we strongly believe G-Fabrication will have a definite
competitive advantage over other rim retailers due to this unmatched level of customer integration.

With these benchmarks companies identified we can see that G-Fabrications is truly an
innovator when it comes to mass customization in our industry. This fact is represented graphically by
the product diffusion curve below (figure 5).

Figure 5: G-Fabrications current position in the product diffusion curve

Summary
Our venture, G – Fabrications, is a web based aftermarket automotive wheel retailer that is
focused in the niche market of high end, luxury rims. Our venture’s main innovation is that we will offer
our clients the ability to customize their aftermarket automotive rims to an extent that does not exist
anywhere else in the aftermarket wheel industry through the implementation of computer aided design
software. In this paper we have examined how the specialization of products on a per customer basis,
mass customization, benefits the both the customer and vendor, allowing consumers to gain purchasing
empowerment through customer integration and helping business’s gain cost savings, improve
customer loyalty, and access important marketing and logistics information. We also identified how we
plan to implement this kind of system in our venture by utilizing a form of customer oriented CAD
software. Possible trade offs of enacting such an intensive level of customer integration are: an increase
in costs associated with the intensive work of custom manufacturing and costs incurred from an

increase in communications with the customer (information handling expenditures). As shown in the
benchmarks section, G-Fabrications is on the cutting edge of the aftermarket auto industry in instituting
mass customization practices in regular operations. With all of this said, I strongly believe GFabrications represents the key benefits in the specialization of products on a per customer basis,
fostering both buyer and supplier well being. Our firm can be held as a benchmark advocating for the
use of modeling software in all mass customization systems. Hopefully one day, consumer based CAD
software will be an industry norm.
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